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Context :  AI & Cybersecur i ty,  

are we ready?

➢ Cyberattacks reach an all-time high due to geo-political conflicts, and 

the rise of ‘disruption and destruction’ malware

➢ In 2022, cyberattacks increased by 38%, further compounding the growth 

of 300% seen in 2020

➢ Cybersecurity experts are turning to Artificial Intelligence (AI) to 

advance cybersecurity defenses to help detect and prevent threats

➢ But, AI is a double-edged sword that can both aid cybercriminals and help 

prevent cyber attacks

➢ AI for Cybersecurity is a peculiar application domain for AI that has 

gained prominence in recent years

➢ According to some market estimates, its current value lies in the range of 

63.4 Billion Euros, with an expected CAGR of 24.2% until 2029



Background: exploratory studies on AI and 

Cybersecuri ty for ENISA (2021 and 2022)



Outcome: ENISA briefs 

and inventory of projects



Selected results f rom 

exploratory study (2021)

➢ AI is needed to help identify anomalies, support the learning and optimisation of verification

routines, propose useful predictive clues, define and follow up risk profiles, and in general improve

user behavior checking and help reacting to threats and intrusion risks;

➢ AI also provides critical information for AI-aided attacks, in a landscape of uncertain mastery in

which fake news and disinformation nurture a propitious climate for cybercrime and cyberwar

➢ The horizontal vs. the vertical view: Cybersecurity is hardly limited to the technical fortress whose

perimeter it is supposed to defend, but includes also all the transmission links with external

partners, using all sorts of connected devices and systems to be watched for

➢ A crucial element to consider is how all employees in any organisation to be defended are part of the

cybersecurity and AI ecosystem: humans in the loop are often the entry point for attacks

➢ IoT and incoming 5G and 6G Networks systems may represent the weakest elements of the AI and

cybersecurity value chain, a concern also relevant for Cloud and even blockchain-related technologies



Support to ENISA R&I to assess existing and past research, development and

deployment projects at the interplay between cybersecurity and AI through :

➢ An inspiring review and mapping of the state of the art of EU AI and cybersecurity

research through analysis of an initial inventory and gap analysis in the two main areas

addressed in the previous study conducted in 2021, namely:

a) 'AI-as-a-crime-service‘: research and innovation to ensure a secure and trustworthy

AI and to prevent the malicious use of AI; and

b) 'AI-as-a-service‘: research for using AI as a tool to support cybersecurity

➢ In addition, an exploratory reflection on the implications for cybersecurity of

emerging Web3.0 developments, including the growth of the “dark side” of the Metaverse

Mapping of research on AI and 

Cybersecuri ty in the EU (2022)



Insights f rom the analysis of  the EU 

landscape on AI and Cybersecur i ty

1. Diversity: from basic research to prototyping and AI-aaS, specialised or generic, with good geographical spread,

topical diversity, and deliverable types: prototypes, demos, simulators, reports, courses, workshops, etc.)

2. Collaborations: with the presence of small and large consortia, EU-funded and MS projects, mainly from

research institutions, but involving also an interesting variety of private players, from big industry to SMEs)

3. Specialisations: high variety of focus areas, including critical infrastructures, automated vehicles, IoT security

cryptography, healthcare, finance, cyberdefence, terrorism, smart cities, industry 4.0, and public sector

4. Critical infrastructures and IoT reinforcements: several EU projects are working on different ways to reinforce

IoT cybersecurity, often with the help of AI, in domains such as: industry, health, smart cities and public sector

5. Trust-oriented explanatory research: several projects engaged on explainability and shareability, as well as

privacy protection, law enforcement and regulatory governance issues,

6. Ethics/privacy: in addition to several EU-funded projects which aims to ensure protection of human rights, for

instance through data anonymisation, and some projects addressing the concern of ensuring Human oversight

through situational awareness, explainability and inclusion in decision-making

7. Innovative-minded concepts using AI tools and solutions: many projects attempt at making AI more

accessible, understandable, verifiyable and easily usable: promoting in practice the adoption of AI–aaS



▪ The progressive impact of AI on cybersecurity also represents the expansion and

modification of the threat landscape with high chances of AI systems becoming

subject to manipulation themselves

➢ Human surveillance and audit are still essential due to the changes in the learning

abilities of these systems which make it difficult to assess new behavioural patterns

▪ This scenario poses a riddle urged to be solved as we head into the Web 3.0 era

➢ The Web3.0 is mainly characterized by the decentralized use of data that can only be securely

accomplished and managed through combining blockchain-related technologies and AI, with

applications introducing all the cybersecurity weaknesses of social computing along the way

▪ More crucial than ever is the need to examine the cyber risks involved, as well as the

actions being taken to prevent security breaches, with a specific regard to he

development of generative AI as it is quickly amplifying cybersecurity risks

AI, cybersecuri ty 

and the Web3.0



Emerging -now consol idat ing-

trends not to forget!  

➢ The EU ambition to re-affirm digital sovereignty 

▪ and the related cybersecurity conditions underpinning it

➢ The porous continuum between fake news and disinformation, cybercrime, 

cyber and hybrid wars (as the persisting conflict in Ukraine confirmed)

▪ the importance of Advanced persistent threats (APTs), especially in the ambiguous 

relations with non-democratic countries and hackers’ manoeuvrings (e.g. Pegasus 

spyware, but also the Nord Stream and other war-related mysteries…)

➢ Critical infrastructures as key stake in the context of hybrid wars and attacks 

▪ growing acknowledgment of the need for incidents’ follow-up, as done in aviation 

➢ Need to continuously monitor and evaluate the potential linked with some of 

the predictions presented as trends and anticipate trends through simulation! 



Gap analysis

Source: Molinari for ENISA, 2022



Results from the gap analysis 

1. Lack of adequate information and knowledge regarding the potential of AI solutions

for Cybersecurity, or because of the experimental nature of most AI solutions;

2. R&D and deployment projects are not sufficiently well documented to ensure that

the organisations that could potentially adopt them perceive the potential in full;

3. Too few demonstration activities that can provide concrete/convincing business

cases for the value and potential of AI solutions for Cybersecurity and be replicated;

4. Only a minority of the prototypes/demonstrators refined in the context of R&D

and innovation activities enters actually the market/have sound business cases;

5. A perception gap between the researcher and the business community which

hinders the efforts to match the design of R&D projects with market solutions;

6. Limited capacity of R&I projects to solve existing or potentially emerging

problems associated with business-driven application domains



Recommendations

1. Extend the emergent phenomenon of “AI as a service” and made complementary to 

“Cybersecurity as a service”, to enhance the strength of association between the two;

2. Promote AI interpretability and explainability through appropriate initiatives (e.g. 

funded deployment actions, introduction of standards and certification models)

3. Further experimentation and cross-sectorial transfer of R&D results, including “ad 

hoc” measures to track and support engineering of available results and business cases 

(e.g. dedicated spaces in the EIC work programme to AI for Cybersecurity); 

4. Funding calls should prioritise projects “with a purpose” and repositories of 

successful cases be created, to promote replicability/transfer across industrial sectors; 

5. Prioritise solutions demonstrating the best fit into an ideal definition of “scalable” and 

“multisectoral” and incentivize the of use of Sandboxes to finalise productization; 

6. Invest in capacity building, raising awareness activities and multi-disciplinary 

collaboration, and accompany prototype testing activities with implementation guidelines



Watch out 
what’s next…

….and get Inspired!

gm@inspiringfutures.ch
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